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Introduction

Late Holocene displacement along the 0rgan Mountains lault in

by Leland H. Gile, lormerly (now retired) Soil Scientist, Soil Survey Investigations, SCS-USDA, Las Cruces, NM 88001

southern New Mexico-a summary

maximum displacement was about 15 ft. The
fault, which may be one of the youngest in
New Mexico, must have been accompanied
by severe and extensive earthquake activi ty.
Although New Mexico contains abundant
evidence of fault ing, most of i t  apparently
has not taken place in geologically recent time.

FIGURE 1-1942 aerial photograph showinq featur
house; 2 = large alluvlal fan-, dominantly"Jornad
terraces, dominantly Organ (middle and late Holo,
area of detailed study; it is about 1,390 x 855 ft. Th
prominent linear feature that extends southeast frr
township, and range numbers were added to assis

This aspect needs further study because of
the greatly increased significance of potential
for earth movement and its effects on urban
development  and storage of  hazardous
wastes. Because many faults show evidence
of repetitive long-term faulting in the same
place, studies are also needed on the chron-
ology and prediction of faulting and the
earthquakes that accompany it.

shown at the Cox Ranch (Fig. 1), about 3.5-
4.5 mi south of US_70. Here the fault and
the chronology of movement are of partic-
ular interest because the White Sands Missile
Range Headquarters are only about 1 mi
downslope. The studied segment of the fault
is designated the Cox segment, after the his-
toric Cox Ranch house located on the up-
thrown side of the fault.

Soil parent materials are dominantly mon-
zonite sediments; smaller amounts of an-
desite are also present. Most of the materials
contain abundant rock fragments that range
in size from pebbles to boulders and were
deposited as debris flows. Other materials
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contain virtually no large rock fragments and
are water-laid deposits. The debris flows are
useful in studies of soils because, as soil nar-
ent materials, they tend to be relat ively irni-
IOrm.

The chronological approach-a model
from the Desert Project

The chronological problem of latest dis-
placement is approached by comparing soils
and soil-geomorphic relations at the fault with
those at the nearby Desert Soil-Geomor-
phology Project, a study of soil and land-
scape evolution west and north of the Organ
Mountains divide (Hawley, 1975a; Gile and
Grossman, 1979; Gile et al., 1981). Piedmont-
slope geomorphic surfaces, similar to those
at the Desert Project (Ruhe, 1.967; Hawley,
1975b; Table L), are also present on the eait
side of the mountains.

In many arid regions there is widespread
evidence of erosion and deposition caused
by past changes in cl imate,-part icularly by
long severe droughts that followed cooler
periods with more effective moisture. Thus,
episodes of climatically controlled erosion and
deposition provide both discrete deposits and
(where the deposits can be dated) a chron-
ology that is independent of faulting and
the sedimentation associated with it. Buried
charcoal in such deposits has been dated by
laC methods at the Desert Project (Gile et al.,
1e81) .

Soil morphology can be used to distin-
guish deposits of different ages if the mor-
phological range of soils that have formed in
the deposit has been determined. Both the
faultin! event and the deposits caused by
faulting can then be placed in this chrono-
logical framework. In making the morpho-
logical comparisons, allowance must be made
for differences in such factors as parent ma-
terials and climate because differences in these
factors can have major effects on soil mor-
phology.

'nC ages of buried charcoal found in the
Desert Project provide good chronological
control on sediments and soils of middle and
late Holocene age, both on the western pied-
mont slope of the Organ Mountains and along
the Rio Grande valley. The approximate time
of latest displacement at the Cox segment is
indicated by comparison of the soils and soil-
geomorphic relations there with those of the
Organ (piedmont slope) and Fillmore (Rio
Grande valley) surfaces, the youngest parts
of which are of late Holocene age.

Organ sediments occur in a nearly contin-
uous deposit bordering the mountain fronts.
The remarkable ubiquity of Organ deposits
in areas accessible to Holocene sedimenta-
tion is strong evidence for climatic change as
the main cause of Organ alluviation. Organ
sediments occur downslope of all mountain
ranges in the area, even the small  ones. Past
changes to warmer and drier climates should
have decreased vegetative cover, which would
tend to cause soil erosion.

Three ages of Organ alluvium were dated
by eight lenses of buried charcoal at the
Gardner Spring radiocarbon site, on the up-

TABLE 1-Geomorphic surfaces and soil age of the
upper piedmont slope in the Desert Project. The
age of the geomorphic surface and its soils is
considered to be the same. On a constructional
surface, for example, all would date from the ap-
proximate time that sedimentation stopped and
soil development started. All surfaces except the
Dofla Ana have been observed in the vicinity ol
the Cox segment. Years B.P. : years before 1950,
following the custom for reporting radiocarbon
aqes.

for much of the Fillmore is similar to that of
Organ II alluvium. These chronological re-
Iations suggest regional significance for a pe-
riod of drought-caused erosion and dePosition
between about 1,000 and 2,000 years B.P.

Soils and sediments of the Fillmore surface
also provide evidence for the time required
for the development of reddish-brown Bt ho-
rizons. Most soils of the Fillmore surface oc-
cur in less stable landscape positions because
of erosion associated with downcutting of
the Rio Grande valley, and they are more arid
than most soils of the Organ surface. Never-
theless, soils that have formed in low-car-
bonate parent materials at the stablest sites
have distinct, though thin, reddish-brown Bt
hor2ons of 5YR hue and are 1,000-2,000 years
old.

Soils and sediments in the age range of
Organ III, although not identified at the
Isaacks ' radiocarbon s i te ,  have been ob-
served at various places. Soils with thick,
dark A horizons, but without reddish-brown
Bt horizons, occur in the youngest landscape
positions adjacent to arroyos (low, young
terraces) on the upper piedmont slope. These
soils have formed in the youngest Organ
sediments and would fall within the age range
of Organ III (about 100-1,100 years B.P.).

Soils, sediments, and chronology
at the fault

Above the fault scarp at the Cox segment
(Fig. 1), Organ sediments occur in a situation
that is very common in the Desert Project:

Geomorphic surface Soil age (years B.P.
or epoch)

Arroyo channels

Organ
il
II
I

Isaacks'Ranch

fornada II

|ornada I

Dofla Ana

Historical (since 1850)

100-7,000
100(?)-1,100
1,,700J,700
2,200-7,000

Earliest Holocene-latest
Pleistocene
(8,000-15,000)

Late Pleistocene
(25,000-75,000)

Late middle Pleistocene
(250,000-400,000)

Early to middle
Pleistocene (>400,000)

per piedmont slope in the Desert Project (Gile
and Hawley, 1968; Gile, 1975;Table 1). Bur-
ied charcoal in the lower part (but not the
base) of Organ I alluvium has been dated at
about 6,400 years B.P. Thus, the beginning
of  Organ erosion and sedimentat ion is
thought to coincide approximately with the
onset of the warm, dry Altithermal interval,
which lasted from about 7,500 to 4,000 years
B.P. (Antevs, 1955). Organ II and III allu-
viums indicate at least two drought-caused
deposits since the Altithermal interval ended.
Iniontrast, a climatic shift to a cooler, moist-
er interval, the Little Ice Age, began in the
southwestern United States in the l.4th cen-
tury (Fritts, 1975).

All soils at Gardner Spring are strongly
calcareous throughout because of high-car-
bonate parent  mater ia ls  (pr imar i ly  l ime-
stone), and they lack the noncalcareous,
reddish-brown Bt horizons in many soils of
Organ age with low-carbonate Parent ma-
terials. The latter soils are illustrated at the
Isaacks'radiocarbon site south of Gardner
Spring, where two buried charcoal lenses
were dated at about 4,000 and 4,200 years
B.P. (Gile, 1,975). At both places the charcoal
occurred in C horizons beneath reddish-
brown Bt horizons of about 6YR hue that in
places laterally grades to 5YR. Because the
alluvium above the charcoal must be younger,
it could fall within the age range of Organ II
alluvium, which is at least 1,100 years old,
but not older than about 2,100 years (Table
1). This range in age would also apply to
alluvium of much of the younger part of the
extensive Fillmore surface, where charcoal
beneath it has been dated at about 3,960,
3,750, 2,850, and 2,620 years B.P. Archaeo-
logical evidence indicates that large areas of
the Fillmore surface were stabilized by about
1,000 years B.P.; therefore, the minimum age
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they are inset against older, higher sedi-
ments of the fornada I and II surfaces (Table
1). The three Organ alluviums dated at Gard-
ner Spring have also been identified at the
Cox segment. Organ I alluvium is an impor-
tant part of the chronological framework for
the middle and late Holocene at the fault,
but it is not involved in determining the time
of latest displacement, which is established
by Organ III and II alluviums and their soils.

Soils of Organ III age
(100-1,100 years B.P.)

Organ III sediments occur in two ways along
and below the fault: as terraces inset against
higher Organ II ridges and as sediments along
and below the fault scarp that truncates the
Organ II ridges. Two levels of terraces are
apparent in Organ III alluvium. The higher
and older of the fwo is designated early Or-
gan III; the lower one is designated late Or-
gan III. The terraces differ only slightly in
elevation, and their soils are about the same:
they have thick, darkAhorizons, but no red-
dish-brown Bt horizons. The Organ III ter-
races cross the fault zone and are unfaulted.

Soils of the Organ III terraces have thick,
dark A horizons with substantial accumula-
tions of organic carbpn. Distinctly higher
percentages of clay, silt, fine sand, and very
fine sand occur above the C horizon than
in it, indicating accumulations of these
components since soil development began.
Position of the accumulations above the
C horizon, youth of the soils, and dust
hap studies at the Desert Project indicate that
parts of these components were derived
from dustfall. The debris-flow materials, with
abundant large rock fragments throughout,
constitute a natural and efficient dust trap
because the surficial fragments would help
to trap the dustfall and because those deeper
in the soil would concentrate the fine earth
that is analyzed in the laboratory. Similar
percentages of fine sand, very fine sand, and
silt in soils of both Organ III and I age suggest
that input of these components from dustfall
rapidly decreases when their buildup in the
soil reaches a critical level. However, clav
content increases progressively in the soils
of Organ II and I, indicating longer move-
ment of dust-derived clay into the soils.

The transition from the dark A horizon to
the lighter-colored C horizon is character-
izedby significant changes in soil structure,
consistence, and texture. As clay, silt, and
the finer sand fractions decrease with depth,
the massive, soft, loamy sand that dominates
the A horizon gradually changes to the single
grain, loose sand of the C horizon. These
changes illustrate the effect of dustfall ad-
ditions on soil properties at considerable
depth in the soil: enough clay, silt, and the
finer sand fractions have accumulated to
slightly bind the soil materials together, con-
stituting an important transitional stage in
soil development to the older soils of Organ
il.

The scarp landscape consists of three con-
hasting features that also differ in age: the

moderately sloping alluvium of Organ II age,
along the upper edge of the steep scarp; the
scarp itself, of Organ III age, mantled by cob-
bles and stones; and, below the scarp, mod-
erately sloping sediments of late Organ III
age, with a surface largely free of rock frag-
ments (Fig. 2). Sediments beneath the scarp
and beneath the area below it also differ. Be-
neath the scarp, abundant large rock frag-
ments occur throughout; beneath the surface
below the scarp, fine earth dominates. The
large rock fragments of the scarp constitute
scarp colluvium that accumulated immedi-
atelv after displacement. The fine-earth zone
jusidownslope from the scarp overlaps it in
part, is younger, and in places is still accum-
ulating.

Soils of Organ II age
(1,L00-2,100 years B.P.)

Soils of the Organ II ridges have thin A
horizons and thick, reddish-brown Bt hori-
zons dominated by sandy loam texture, thus
contrasting with the soils of Organ III, which
have thick A horizons dominated by loamy
sand texture. Because of increased clay and
silt, consistence of the Bt horizon is slightly
hard in contrast to soft consistence of the
thick A horizon in the soil of Organ III. How-

ever, relative youth of the Organ II soils is
indicated by the small size of the clay in-
crease from A to Bt horizon (usuallv about
3-4Vo). The close relation of such clay curves
to soil age has been shown for soils formed
in similar materials at the Desert Proiect, and
a similar relation to age would be expected
in this area if older soils were fitted into the
developmental scheme.

Significant changes in color have taken place
in the soils of Organ II. Hues have reddened
to 5YR in much of the Bt horizon, showing
that reddening from the C horizon hue of
7.5YR to 5YR can occur in only 1,100-2,100
years. The reddening is attributed to slight
weathering of biotite and hornblende (in the
monzonite and andesite parent materials) in
the upper part of the A horizon and subse-
quent movement of iron, along with the clay,
into the Bt horizon. As with the soils of Or-
gan III, a striking change in soil structure,
consistence, and texture is evident towards
the C horizon. The massive, soft, loamy sand
or sandy loam in the lower part of the Bt
horizon gradually changes to the single grain,
loose sand of the C horizon.

Changes due to weathering of large rock
fragments also have taken place. In the soils
of Organ II, some of the component crystals,

FIGURE 2-View of the fault scarp and one of the study trenches. Note the contrast between the scarp
zone, with its numerous rock fragments and dense vegetation, and the area below the scarp, whicir
has fewer rock fragments and less vegetation. Soils in Organ II alluvium occur at the tape in the upper
end of the trench About 1.5 ft this side of the tape, the distinct reddish-brown Bt horizon of the soils
in Organ II alluvium abruptly disappears. Disappearance of the Bt horizon and the increase in slope
along the scarp zone mark the boundary between Organ II alluvium and the scarp colluvium of early
Organ III age. Soils in the scarp colluvium have thick, dark A horizons and no Bt horizons. Soils below
the scarp (right foreground) are in late Organ III alluvium They have A horizons with less organic
carbon than soils in the scarp colluvium and no Bt horizons. The tape is about 5 ft long. The Organ
Mountains are in the background.
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or groups of crystals, of individual rock frag-
ments (commonly pebbles or cobbles) are so
loose that they would have separated in
transport before being deposited. Thus, the
weathering must have occurred after the ma-
terials were deposited and must have been
caused by soil moisture because the soils are
moistened to substantial depths. Rock frag-
ments weathered in this way are in the mi-
nority, however; most fragments are so hard
that they are broken with a hammer only
with difficulty, indicating that only a few of
the fragments were strongly weathered be-
fore they were transported. The weathering
appears to be physical rather than chemical
because interiors of the rocks appear fresh
and there is little or no visible clay. Presence
of these weathered rocks in soils of Organ II
age, but not Organ III age, indicates that such
weathering can occur in a minimum time
ranging from about 1,100 to 2,L00 years.

Time and amount of latest displacement
Because Organ II sediments have been dis-

placed along the fault, the latest displace-
ment must be younger than some time within
the age range of Organ II, namely 1,100-
2,100 years B.P. fust above the scarp, Organ
II sediments have a distinct reddish-brown
Bt horizon that abruptly disappears below
the crest of the scarp and that does not occur
in the scarp colluvium below. Weathered rock
fragments, a distinct feature in the soils of
Organ II alluvium, are also conspicuously ab-
sent from the scarp colluvium. Soils of the
scarp colluvium are similar to soils of the
Organ III terraces. This combination of soil

and geomorphic evidence indicates that the
displacement took place at somewhat less
than the minimum time in the age range of
Organ II, or less than about 1,100 years B.P.
and within the age range of Organ III.

Organ III sediments have a chronological
range of 100-1,100 years. Extension of the
highest Organ III terraces across the fault zone
indicates that the displacement must have
taken place in earliest Organ III time, and,
for this reason, the time of the latest dis-
placement is estimated to be about 1,000 years
B.P. The amount of displacement was esti-
mated by slope extrapolation from a down-
dropped Organ II remnant below the fault.
Maximum disolacement is estimated to be
about 15 ft.
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Geographic names
U S Board on Geographic Names

Bluff Tank-tank, along a tributary of the stream
flowing through Leggett Canyon, 1.6 km (1 mi)
west-northwest of Pine Lawn; Catron Countv,
NM; sec. 34, T7S, R20W NMPM; 33'39'31" N,
108'53'33" IN; not: Pine Lawn Tank.

Carrizo Canyon--<anyon, 45 km (28 rni) long, heads
at 36"34'23" N, 107"17'06' W, at the iunction of
Ciruelas Canyon andArroyo Compaiero, trends
west-northwest to Cafron Largo 26 km (16 mi)
southeast of Bloomfield; Rio Arriba and San Juan
Counties, NM; sec. 17, T28N, R8W, NMPM;
36'39'43' N, 107"42'30' W;1965 decision revised;
nof: Canon Cereza, Canyon Cereza, Carrizo
Creek, Cereza Canyon (BGN 1955).

Encinada Mesa-mesa, 30.5 km (19 mi) long and
12.9 km (8 mi) wide, bound on the westby Caflon
Largo, on the south by Tapicito Creek, on the
east by Albert Canyon, and on the north by
Carrlzo Canyon, 27 km (77 mi) North of Coun-
selor; encinada is Spanish for "group of oaks";
Rio Arriba and San fuan Counties, NM; 3637'23"
N, 10f39'38'W (northwest end), 36'28'54" N,
107"24'45'W (southwest end); not: Ensenada
Mesa.

Little Round Mountain-summit, elevation 1,686
m (5,532 ft), 6.1 km (3.8 mi) southwest of Spur-
geon Mesa and 51 m (32 mi) northeast of Clifton,
Arizona; Catron County, NM; T10S, R21W,
NMPM; 33"26'22'N, 108'58'48'W; nof: Round
Mountain.

Little Round Mountain Tank-tank, west of Little
Round Mountain and 51 km (32 mi) northeast
of Clifton, Arizona; Catron County, NM; T10S,
R21W, NMPM;33'26'75" N, 108"59'00" W; not:
Round Mountain Tank.

Lower GutAche Tank-tank on the southeast side
of Gut Ache Mesa, 56 km (35 mi) northeast of
Clifton, Arizona; Catron County, NM; sec. 20,
T9S, R20W NMPM; 33"30'33' N, 108'55'30" W
not: Gut Ache Mesa Tank.

Peralta Ridge-ridge, 12.9 km (8 mi) long, extends
south from the peak Las Conchas to Tres Cerros
20.9 km (13 mi) southeast of Los Alamos; San-
doval County, NM; Tps. 17N and 18N, R4E,
NMPM; 35'48'34'N, 106'31'10'W (north end),
35"42'16'N, 106'32'15" W (south end).

Pyramid Mountain-peak, elevation L,521 m (4,990
ft), 1. 1 km (0.7 mi) north of the east end of Circle
S Mesa and 26 km (16 mi) southwest of Tucum-
cari, NM; descriptive name applied by geologist
fules Marcou during the Whipple Pacific Rail-
road Expedition along the 35th parallel in 1853;
Quay County, NM; sec. 19, T9N, R298, NMPM;
34'59'08' N, 103'54'21'W; not: Crazy Peak, Ctary
Woman Butte, Lovers Peak.

Round Mountain-summit, elevation 1,730 m
(5,676 ft),6.7 krr.(4.2mi) southwest of SPurgeon
Mesa and 50 km (31 mi) northeast of Clifton,
Arizona; Catron County, NM; T10S, R21W,
NMPM; 33"25'37'N, 108'58'33" W.

Twin Sister Tank Number One-tank, on Cradle
Mesa, 5l km (32 mi) northeast of Clifton, Ari-
zona; Catron County, NM; T10S, R21W NMPM;
33'26'58'N, 108"59'20'W; not: Cradle Mesa Tank
Number One.

Twin Sister Tank Number Two-tank, on Cradle
Mesa, 5l km (32 mi) northeast of Clifton, Ari-
zona; Catron Counfy, NM; T10S, R2lW, NMPM;
33'25'56'N, 108'59'04'W nol: Cradle Mesa Tank
Number Two.

Upper Gut Ache Tank-tank, on the north end of
Gut Ache Mesa, 56 km (35 mi) northeast of Clif-
ton, Arizona; Catron County, NM; sec. 17,T95,
R20W, NMPM;33"37'32" N, 108'55'03" W; zot:
Kelly Tank Number One.

-David W Love
NMBMMR corresDondent
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